
Anonymous plastic cards are valid for five years and 
cardboard cards for three years.
Information valid from March 6, 2023 until fare 
changes. 
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16,00 €
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9,70 €

87,30 €

ABA, B B+ AB+

Amount consumed per trip

Free of charge threshold

SUMA T1 / T2 / T3

MONTHLY SUMA 

MONTHLY SUMA JOVE

SUMA T1+ / T2+ / T3+

SUMA 10

SINGLE TICKET
GENT MAJOR
MONTHLY MOBILITAT 
ANNUAL MOBILITAT 

   Consumption threshold, which entitles its holder to travel free of charge until the 
beginning of the following calendar month for the number of zones whose 
consumption threshold has been exceeded.
There are special conditions for members of large families and single-parent families, 
children under 10 years of age and persons accompanying persons with severe disabilities.

Fare zone C exists only on MetroBus and Renfe Cercanías and fare zone D, only on 
Renfe Cercanías.

 TuiN Tickets

tickets

SUMA 10

MONTHLY SUMA

MONTHLY SUMA JOVE

Zonal scope

Zonal scope

Integrated tickets

fares
10 trips throughout the valid zones, 
including transfer. Rechargeable in
multiples of 10 up to a maximum of 30 
trips. It can be used for up to 15 
simultaneous trips by people travelling 
together.

Unlimited travel throughout zone AB 
for one person during 24, 48 or 72 
hours, starting from the first 
validation.

Unlimited travel throughout the AB+ 
zone for one person during 24, 48 or 
72 hours, starting from the first 
validation.

Personal subscription for unlimited 
travel throughout the valid zones 
during 30 days starting from the first 
validation.

15% discount on the SUMA Monthly for 
holders of the Carnet Jove.

SUMA or Móbilis card 

1 trip throughout the valid zones. A card 
can contain a maximum of 4.

Personal subscription for people over 65 
years of age. Unlimited travel 
throughout the network during 30 days 
starting from the first validation.

Personal subscription for people with a 
disability of 64% or more. Unlimited 
travel throughout the network during 
30 days (monthly) or 365 days 
(annual) starting from the first 
validation.

Monetary ticket for travelling 
throughout the network. It is validated 
upon entry and exit (only for entry on 
the tram). Allows up to 60 simultaneous 
trips for people travelling together. 
Minimum amount to be paid for 
recharging: 5€.

Tickets with a 15% discount on TuiN, 
applied at the time of purchase. For 
passengers under 31 years of age.

SINGLE TICKET

GENT MAJOR

MOBILITAT

TuiN

TuiN Jove

0,80 € 1,60 € 1,20 € 2,00 €

35,00 € 53,00 €

B+ ABA, B AB+

In order to purchase a transport ticket, it is necessary to have a Móbilis or SUMA card on which to charge it. Zone + consists 
exclusively of the Aeroport stop.For a transport ticket to be considered valid, it must include all the zones travelled through 
during the journey. For this purpose, we remind you that the stops located in the overlapping area of zone A and B are 
considered to be located, at all times, in the area that is most favourable to the user according to the route to be taken.
It is mandatory to validate your ticket before boarding the train or tram.
The price of each ticket includes VAT and SOV (Obligatory Traveller’s Insurance).
The fine for travelling without a ticket is 100 €.
Zone + consists exclusively of the Aeroport stop.

Personal (integrated)

Personal (Metrovalencia)

Anonymous (plastic)

Anonymous (cardboard)


